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Publisher Description
Great copy is the heart and soul of the advertising business. In this practical guide, legendary copywriter Joe Sugarman provides
proven guidelines and expert advice on what it takes to write copy that will entice, motivate, and move customers to buy. For
anyone who wants to break into the business, this is the ultimate companion resource for unlimited success.
Women are rocking the world of business, changing the face of commerce, and bringing our talents to the marketplace with fervor,
commitment, and passion. Over the last 15 years, women have stepped into entrepreneurship in significantly greater numbers
than men, but we’re also failing at those businesses even faster than men. This book is going to change that. Women Rocking
Business provides a revolutionary approach to building a business that honors innate feminine values. The book is full of practical
"how-to’s" that will help women become thriving entrepreneurs from a place of empowering others rather than powering over
them, a place of collaboration rather than competition and contribution rather than greed. Sage Lavine has seen firsthand through
working with thousands of emerging female entrepreneurs that when women learn about marketing and entrepreneurship through
this lens, they are better positioned to implement effective strategies and create success. Sage is the CEO of Women Rocking
Business, a consulting and coaching organization that has touched and inspired over 75,000 aspiring women entrepreneurs
around the globe to build businesses that change the world. In this practical guidebook, she lays out a specific plan for building a
business that honors work-life balance to a degree readers may not have thought possible (or practical). They will discover how,
by working just 12 days a month or less, they can have a career that both supports them financially and fits into their lives, rather
than having to settle for a life that fits around an overwhelming work schedule. It’s a new day and the opportunity for women is
great. This book will be an answered prayer for women who hope to unleash their life’s potential and make their mark upon the
world.
Offering a comprehensive guide to economical travel in diverse regions of the world, these innovative new versions of the popular
handbooks feature an all-new look, sidebars highlighting essential tips and facts, information on a wide range of itineraries,
transportation options, off-the-beaten-path adventures, expanded lodging and dining options in every price range, additional
nightlife options, enhanced cultural coverage, shopping tips, maps, 3-D topographical maps, regional culinary specialties, costcutting tips, and other essentials.
This invaluable volume set of Advances in Geosciences continues the excellent tradition of the Asia-Oceania scientific community
in providing the most up-to-date research results on a wide range of geosciences and environmental science. The information is
vital to the understanding of the effects of climate change, extreme weathers on the most populated regions and fastest moving
economies in the world. Besides, these volumes also highlight original papers from many prestigious research institutions which
are conducting cutting edge studies in atmospheric physics, hydrological science and water resource, ocean science and coastal
study, planetary exploration and solar system science, seismology, tsunamis, upper atmospheric physics and space science.
Sample Chapter(s) Chapter 1: Relationship Between Summer Drought of Mid-Latitudes in East Asia and Tropical Cyclone Genesis
Frequency in the Western North Pacific (1,209k)

This invaluable volume set of Advances in Geosciences continues the excellent tradition of the Asia-Oceania scientific
community in providing the most up-to-date research results on a wide range of geosciences and environmental science.
The information is vital to the understanding of the effects of climate change, extreme weathers on the most populated
regions and fastest moving economies in the world. Besides, these volumes also highlight original papers from many
prestigious research institutions which are conducting cutting edge studies in atmospheric physics, hydrological science
and water resource, ocean science and coastal study, planetary exploration and solar system science, seismology,
tsunamis, upper atmospheric physics and space science.
This insightful book explores the challenging issues related to effective access to government information. Amidst all the
chaos of today’s dynamic information transition period, the only constants related to government information are change
and inconsistency, yet with Government Information Collections in the Networked Environment: New Issues and Models,
you will defeat the challenging issues and take advantage of the opportunities that networked government information
collections have to offer. This valuable book gives you a fresh opportunity to rethink collecting activities and to tailor
collections more precisely to fulfill the information needs of your local community. It will help you provide your patrons
access to the full array and value of networked government information. Government Information Collections in the
Networked Environment explores the changes and inconsistency of the new networked government information
environment’s transitional phase, with studies and solutions that will assist you in creating an information environment
that may prove to be the greatest leveling force in library collecting. With this book, even the smallest community library
can have the same government resources as those found in the largest of institutions. Throughout its pages, you’ll
explore new challenges and learn how to conquer them as the book discusses: equipment and software building strong
access through user instruction resolving preservation and long-term archiving issues resolving the current problem of
local access to government information creating Community Information Organization Projects investigating problems
with digital collections discovering The Internet Scout Project redistributing data via the World Wide Web Those who seek
out information from the government know first-hand how impressive the array of networked government information has
become. Government Information Collections in the Networked Environment will teach you how to manage and
manipulate electronic information to provide the best possible collections to your users.
"The text can serve as an introduction to fundamentals in the respective areas from a residuated-maps perspective and
with an eye on coordinatization. The historical notes that are interspersed are also worth mentioning....The exposition is
thorough and all proofs that the reviewer checked were highly polished....Overall, the book is a well-done introduction
from a distinct point of view and with exposure to the author’s research expertise." --MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second Brazilian Symposium on Bioinformatics, BSB 2007, held in
Angra dos Reis, Brazil, in August 2007, co-located with IWGD 2007, the International Workshop on Genomic Databases.
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The papers address a broad range of current topics in computational biology and bioinformatics.
A comprehensive catalog of exchange-traded funds and insights into successful trading techniques This Second Edition
of the bestselling Trading ETFs offers an updated version of the definitive guide to this vital part of the capital markets. It
contains numerous new examples of the techniques that author Deron Wagner uses in selecting the most timely ETFs to
trade and underscores the core insights of his trading discipline "trade what you see, not what you think." Written for
professionals who are using, or should be using, ETFs as an asset class within their portfolios, as well as the individual
investor who wants exposure to wider sectors and geographical regions than those available elsewhere. This revised
edition of the classic resource focuses on the pros, cons, and potential pitfalls of trading the latest class of ETFs Includes
inversely correlated and leveraged ETFs and the dangers, risks, and benefits associated with each new class of ETF
Contains a refresher on the initial concept of ETF selection and new case studies on ideal entry and exit points as well as
examples of real trades This thoroughly revised and updated edition offers a "go-to" reference for understanding
exchange-traded funds.
A sweeping history of the legendary private investment firm Brown Brothers Harriman, exploring its central role in the story of
American wealth and its rise to global power Conspiracy theories have always swirled around Brown Brothers Harriman, and not
without reason. Throughout the nineteenth century, when America was convulsed by a devastating financial panic essentially
every twenty years, Brown Brothers quietly went from strength to strength, propping up the U.S. financial system at crucial
moments and catalyzing successive booms, from the cotton trade and the steamship to the railroad, while largely managing to
avoid the unwelcome attention that plagued some of its competitors. By the turn of the twentieth century, Brown Brothers was
unquestionably at the heart of what was meant by an American Establishment. As America's reach extended beyond its shores,
Brown Brothers worked hand in glove with the State Department, notably in Nicaragua in the early twentieth century, where the
firm essentially took over the country's economy. To the Brown family, the virtue of their dealings was a given; their form of
muscular Protestantism, forged on the playing fields of Groton and Yale, was the acme of civilization, and it was their duty to
import that civilization to the world. When, during the Great Depression, Brown Brothers ensured their strength by merging with
Averell Harriman's investment bank to form Brown Brothers Harriman, the die was cast for the role the firm would play on the
global stage during World War II and thereafter, as its partners served at the highest levels of government to shape the
international system that defines the world to this day. In Inside Money, acclaimed historian, commentator, and former financial
executive Zachary Karabell offers the first full and frank look inside this institution against the backdrop of American history.
Blessed with complete access to the company's archives, as well as a thrilling understanding of the larger forces at play, Karabell
has created an X-ray of American power--financial, political, cultural--as it has evolved from the early 1800s to the present. Today,
unlike many of its competitors, Brown Brothers Harriman remains a private partnership and a beacon of sustainable capitalism,
having forgone the heady speculative upsides of the past thirty years but also having avoided any role in the devastating
downsides. The firm is no longer in the command capsule of the American economy, but, arguably, that is to its credit. If its
partners cleaved to any one adage over the generations, it is that a relentless pursuit of more can destroy more than it creates.
NotesCalifornia. Court of Appeal (2nd Appellate District). Records and BriefsB025567, Answer / Opposition to Petition for
WritInside MoneyBrown Brothers Harriman and the American Way of PowerPenguin
Jacob Bekenstein, an Israeli physicist of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, planted the seeds of a revolution of our understanding
of space-time. Using conservative intuitive methods including time-old gedanken experiments, he discovered that black holes have
thermodynamical properties such as entropy.Moreover, he found that their entropy was not extensive, unlike that of any other
thermodynamical system considered before, but rather is proportional to the surface of their horizon. Furthermore, Bekenstein
pioneered the study of black holes by focusing on their information content aspects. This led him to obtain bounds of a holographic
nature on the amount of information that can be stored in a given region of space-time.This book contains a series of scientific and
personal contributions by his contemporaries who recall the struggle against his ideas and then with them: the fate accompanying
many revolutionary ideas. This is followed by original scientific contributions by many of the leaders of current research on black
hole physics and holography. They have trodden his path and expanded it. The impact of Jacob Bekenstein's visionary ideas is
just starting to be understood.
A real-world introduction to advertising design in today's industry Advertising by Design is the most comprehensive, up-to-date
guide to concept generation and design for advertising. Step-by-step instructions and expert discussion guide you through the
fundamentals, as you develop the deeper understanding that connects the dots and sparks your creativity. Interviews with leading
creative directors provide a glimpse into the real-world idea generation process, and case studies of successful ads allow you to
dissect both the process and result to discover the keys to effective advertising. This new third edition has been thoroughly
updated to reflect the industry's shift from print and TV ads to fully integrated transmedia campaigns, giving you invaluable insight
into a broad range of media channels. New concepts and strategies for social media, digital media, pull marketing, creative
content, and more are discussed in depth to help you tell an engaging story using every tool at your disposal. Ancillaries include
PowerPoint slides and quizzes bring this book right into the classroom for a complete introduction to advertising design. Students
seeking a career in advertising need the ability to generate idea-driven campaigns and adapt them for use in print, mobile,
television, and social media formats. This book provides the well-rounded instruction required to succeed in the digital age. Master
the fundamentals of advertising design for a range of media channels Integrate print, web, social media, and more to convey an
engaging story Jumpstart your creativity with lessons from top creative directors Build your knowledge base around the reality of
modern advertising Effective advertisers blend ideas, information, and entertainment in a way that reaches a range of audiences
through a range of media types; this requires deep mastery of idea generation, copywriting, and graphic design. Advertising by
Design helps you develop the skills and knowledge today's advertising industry demands. "With its colorful, current examples,
insightful interviews and relevant and thorough content, this book is the winning text for me." (Journal of Advertising Education,
Sage Journals - Spring 2017)
The capacity of wireless data communications is lagging behind demands due to unsatisfactory performance of the existing
wireless networks, such as low data rates, low spectral efficiency and low quality of service. Space-time coding is an effective
transmit diversity technique to combat fading in wireless communications. Space-time codes are a highly bandwidth-efficient
approach to signalling within wireless communication that takes advantage of the spatial dimension by transmitting a number of
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data streams using multiple co-located antennas. There are various approaches to the coding structures, including space-time
trellis coded modulation, space-time turbo codes and also layered architectures. The central issue in all these various coding
structures is the exploitation of multipath effects in order to achieve very high spectral efficiencies. The spectral efficiencies of
traditional wireless systems range between 1-5bps/sec/Hz but by using space-time techniques spectral efficiencies of
20-40bps/sec/Hz have been possible. Hence, space-time coding enables an increase in capacity by an order of magnitude. This is
the main reason why space-time codes have been included in the standards for the third generation wireless communication
systems and ultimately why Space-time Coding will be in great demand by individuals within industry and academia. The
comprehensive understanding of space-time coding is essential in the implementation of 3G, and as the only title currently
available, Space-Time Coding will be the standard text for Researchers, telecommunication engineers and network planners,
academics and undergraduate/postgraduate students, telecommunications managers and consultants.
Vital to businesses of all types, the fields of advertising, marketing and branding are covered in-depth in this important volume, from
advertising on radio and television to direct mail, from online advertising to branding and public relations to paid search inclusion. Analysis of
trends, globalization, technologies, finances and more. This carefully-researched book covers exciting trends in such areas as advertising
agencies, marketing consultants, online advertising, branding strategies, global markets and more. This reference tool includes thorough
market analysis as well as our highly respected trends analysis. You'll find a complete overview, industry analysis and market research report
in one superb, value-priced package. It contains thousands of contacts for business and industry leaders, industry associations, Internet sites
and other resources.This book also includes statistical tables, an industry glossary and thorough indexes. The corporate profiles section of
the book includes our proprietary, in-depth profiles of the 350 leading companies in all facets of the advertising, branding and marketing
industry. Here you'll find complete profiles of the hot companies that are making news today, the largest, most successful corporations in the
business. Purchasers of either the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles database on CD-ROM, enabling key
word search and export of key information, addresses, phone numbers and executive names with titles for every company profiled.
Provides an experimental approach to innovation, using such popular culture examples as NFL Films, Starbucks, and J. Crew to show how
success can be achieved through prototyping and testing.
A portrait of the influential writer and philosopher examines her contributions to American culture and politics, offering insight into her
childhood in Russia, successful literary career, and passionate advocacy of laissez-faire capitalism.
Covers the fields of advertising, marketing and branding, from advertising on radio and television to direct mail, from online advertising to
branding and public relations to paid search inclusion. This book also covers trends in such areas as advertising agencies, marketing
consultants, online advertising, branding strategies, and more.
New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal Bestseller! Girls can rule the world—all they need is confidence. This empowering,
entertaining guide from the bestselling authors of The Confidence Code gives girls the essential yet elusive code to becoming bold, brave,
and fearless. It’s a paradox familiar to parents everywhere: girls are achieving like never before, yet they’re consumed with doubt on the
inside. Girls worry constantly about how they look, what people think, whether to try out for a sports team or school play, why they aren’t
getting “perfect” grades, and how many likes and followers they have online. Katty Kay and Claire Shipman use cutting-edge science and
research, as well as proven methods of behavioral change, to reach girls just when they need it the most—the tween and teen years. Packed
with graphic novel strips; appealing illustrations; fun lists, quizzes, and challenges; and true stories from tons of real girls, The Confidence
Code for Girls teaches girls to embrace risk, deal with failure, and be their most authentic selves. If you or the girl in your life loved The Gutsy
Girl or Rad American Women A-Z, you'll love this.

Ancestral sequence reconstruction is a technique of growing importance in molecular evolutionary biology and
comparative genomics. As a powerful tool for testing evolutionary and ecological hypotheses, as well as uncovering the
link between sequence and molecular phenotype, there are potential applications in a range of fields.Ancestral Sequence
Reconstruction starts with a historical overview of the field, before discussing the potential applications in drug discovery
and the pharmaceutical industry. This is followed by a section on computational methodology, which provides a detailed
discussion of the available methods for reconstructing ancestral sequences (including their advantages, disadvantages,
and potential pitfalls). Purely computational applications of the technique are then covered, including wholeproteome
reconstruction. Further chapters provide a detailed discussion on taking computationally reconstructed sequences and
synthesizing them in the laboratory. The book concludes with a description of the scientific questions where experimental
ancestral sequence reconstruction has been utilized toprovide insights and inform future research.This research level text
provides a first synthesis of the theories, methodologies and applications associated with ancestral sequence recognition,
while simultaneously addressing many of the hot topics in the field. It will be of interest and use to both graduate students
and researchers in the fields of molecular biology, molecular evolution, and evolutionary bioinformatics.
A Caribbean music festival as a window on social change
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